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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. Book one of the Cobra Rebellion saga and a new entry in New York Times number-one
best seller Timothy Zahn s legendary Cobra series. Cobras: technologically enhanced warriors bred
to fight an alien menace no ordinary human can withstand. At the center of the action on Cobra
world Aventine: the legendary Moreau clan. In times of war, the Cobras are necessary, yet in times of
peace they are often reviled by those they have saved. Now the Cobras have resisted a second
invasion of the alien Troft forces and forced the Troft to a stalemate--and even converted some
thoughtful Troft into uneasy allies against their kin. Yet all is not well in the human sector of the
galaxy. A supposed sister empire, the Dominion of Man, threatens the Cobra worlds with what is, in
effect, enslavement, as it moves to consolidate power over all the Cobra worlds. The plan on
Aventine: to extort from the Moreau family the location of the home planet of a mysterious human
ally that may be more powerful than the Dominion: the Qasaman Empire. Meanwhile Cobra Merrick
Moreau is on a...
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Reviews
I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta Ritchie IV
This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- K r istina K shler in DDS
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